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ON THE OCCASION OF HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
Adapting Azumaya’s exactness [3] to bimodules, Camille, Fuller. and 
Haack 141 said that a bimodule that has a composition series whose com- 
position factors are balanced is an exact binmdzie and that a ring R is an 
exact ring in case the regular bimodule RR, is exact. We calI a one-sided 
module RM evact if the bimodule Rn/iEndtR,lri is an exact bimodule. After 
observing some properties of exact modules, we show that the exactness for 
rings and reflexive modules is preserved under Morita duality, and that a 
basic exact artinian ring and the endomorphism ring of its minimal 
cogenerator have the same Loewy series. This lends support to Azumaya’s 
conjecture [3] that exact artinian rings have self-duality. Our concluding 
theorem proves that every module over a serial ring is exact. 
Throughout this paper, all rings have identity elements and ali modules 
are unitary. A presentation of Morita duality can be found in Anderson 
and Fuller [l, Sects. 23. 241 and we freely use ierminofogies and notations 
of [I]. 
Proqf: (2)* (1) and (3). By [I, Proposition 4.141. 
(1 j * (2j, Let /E End(M,). For any F E End( RM), there is an s E S 
with 
$2(X) = XS for all XGM. 
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Then 
i.e., /E End(ME,d(,nf,). Now RM is balanced, so p0 is given by left multi- 
plication by an element of R. 
(3 ) * (2). By a similar proof. 
Using Lemma 1, we note that the exactness of modules is preserved 
under isomorphisms, direct summands, and arbitrary copies. 
LEMMA 2. Let RM be an exact module. 
(1) If .Mz =N, then RN is exact, too; 
(2) any summand of RM is exact; 
(3) RM’r) is exact for any non-empty> set I. 
Proo$ (1) follows from [ 1, Exercise 4.141 and (2) follows from [4, 
Lemma 1.41. For (3), let T=End(,M) and S=End(.hl(‘)) and we 
denote the elements of S by s=(tii)~[WFM,(T) (see [l, Exercise 6.21]), 
where all tiiE T, and ([s,])s= [xj(.xi)tij] for [xi] EM”). Let 
M=MO>M,> ... >M,-,>M,,=O 
be a composition series for RMT, then clearly 
M”)=Mb”>M(Io> . . . >Mj,‘l,>Mj,“=O 
is a composition series for R(M(‘J)S. 
Since R(MkP ,/M,) is balanced, so is R(Mk- ,/Mk)(‘)z .(Mi? JMY’) by 
[l, Exercise 14.81. Now using Lemma 1 and the exactness of RMT, we 
conclude that R(M’f))s is exact. 
A left injective module RE and a right projective module P, is said to 
form a pair (Fuller c.5, 61) over a semiprimary ring R in case 
E(T(Re,)), . . . . E( T(Re,,,)) represent all the indecomposable direct sum- 
mands of E where eI, . . . . e, is an orthogonal set of primitive idempotents 
such that e, R, . . . . e,,,R are (to within isomorphism) the indecomposable 
direct summands of P, and such an idempotent e = Cy=, e, is called a basic 
idempotmt for E and P. 
The next theorem gives a relation between a pair formed by a left 
injective module and a right projective module over a left artinian ring. 
THEOREM 3. If finitely cogenerated injective module RE and finitel? 
generated projective module P, form a pair over a left artinian ring R, then 
R E is exact if and only if P, is exact. 
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ProoJ: By [4, Theorem 1.33 we can assume that R is basic, and by 
Lemma 2 we may assume that RE= E(Re,iJe) and P, = eR for some basic 
idempotent e for E and P, where J= J(R). Let S = Endi RE)Y which is 
a basic semiperfect ring. And moreover, S = End( .?E) ZF End(,,,eE) by 
[S, Lemma 2.11. 
(e) Let 
eReeRR = el, > ei, > . . > eIpi ~ i > eI,, = 0 
be a composition series, where each Ii 6 RR,. 
By [4, Lemma 2.11, each elj_ ,/eI, is simple on each side, so 
for some primitive idempotents fr in eRe and .fz in R. Using [5? Thecmx 
4.13, we have a composition series 
REs=rE(I,I)>rE.(Z1l~!j> ... >r,(l,j>r,!IOj=O 
and by [5, Lemma 2.11 
r,(l,)/r,(~j, I) z HomPR,(eIjli ,/eJ,. eE) 
as R-S-bimodules. The right hand side is a simple S-module by [i ^1. 
Theorem 2.11. And by [l. Theorem 22.21. the functc;r 
gives an equivalence from the category of left fI &j",/f: J r-modules onto the 
category of left fz Rf2/yi Jfi-modules. So 
as left R-modules. Hence Y~(I~)/Y~( Ii- 1 ) is a balanced bimodule by 
[4, Lemma 2.11, and RES is an exact bimodule. 
(a) Since eReeES is exact by [4, Lemma 1.41, and hence by 
[5, Lemma 2.31, eRreR, z Hom,(E, eEj, which is an exact bimodule by 
[4, Lemma 2.41. 
Modifying Azumaya’s proof of [3, Theorem 43. we have the foollowing. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that RES defines a duality and T is a semilocrri’ rimg. 
If RMT is an exact bimodule, then so is ,-Hom,(M, E)S~ 
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ProoJ: Let 
&bf,=M,>M,> ... >M,~,>M,,=O 
be a composition series. By [4, Proposition 1.11, RM is finitely generated 
and hence E-reflexive. Let TMz= Hom,(M, E), and by [l, Theorem 24.51, 
we have a composition series 
Consider the exact sequence of bimodules 
Since RE is injective, we have an exact sequence of bimodules 
where (- )* = Hom,( -, E). The second and the third terms of this 
sequence are naturally identified with r,,(Mim~,) and r,,(Mi), respec- 
tively. Now since ,JMI- i/ML)= is simple balanced, R(Mi- i/llfi) is semi- 
simple and 
T= T/r,(Mi- i/Mi) 2 End( R(Mi- i/M;)) 
is simple artinian. It follows that R(Mjp ,/Mi) is a direct sum of a finite 
number of copies of T(Re) for some primitive idempotent e in R. And since 
RE is a finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator, there is a positive integer 
n with 
=(r~*(Mi)/r.~*(n~i-1))S~ (MjmmJMi)* = Hom.(M,-,/Mi, T(Re)“) 
which is simple balanced by [4, Lemma 2.41, because ,JMjp L/Mi)T and 
.((Re)“), are simple balanced. 
The next two theorems show that the exactness for rings and reflexive 
modules are preserved under Morita duality. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that RES defines a duality, and RM is exact and 
E-reflexive, then so is Hom,(M, E),. . 
ProoJ: L.et M,*= Hom,(h& E), T= End(,M), and W= End(Mz). 
Since R is semilocal, each composition factor of RMT is semisimple, and 
hence has finite length as a left R-module because a semisimple E-reflexive 
module must have finite length by [I, Lemma 24.71. Hence RM has finite 
length and T is semiprimary. So rMg is exact by Lemma 4. The result 
follows from [l, Proposition 23.31. 
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In his thesis [7], Habeb proved that “(1) * (2) 3 (3)” of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6 [7, Theorem 2.191. Let R be a ieft artinian ring and iiE ii 
finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator. Then the foNouing statements ore 
equitwlenf: 
( 1) R is exact; 
(2) ,E is exact; 
(3) End(, E) is an exact artinian ring. 
Pro05 Let S= End( RE). 
(1) o (2). See Theorem 3. 
(l), (a)* (3). Since RES is exact, ,S,=Hom,(,E,, RES) is exact 
by [4> Lemma 2.41. According to [3], R E, defines a duality, so S is exact 
right artinian, and hence S is also left artinian from Azumaya’s observation 
that the exactness is left-right symmetric. 
(3) + (2). By [S, Theorem 2.31, RES defines a dualityy and 
R E, z Hom,( S, E) is exact by Lemma 4, 
following theorem, the equivalence of (I ), (Z), (3), and (4) is 
ue to Camillo, Fuller, and Haack [4]. 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a left artinian ring. The .fol’lowing statements are 
equioalen t: 
(I ) R is exact; 
(2) eR, is exact for each primitice idempotent e in R; 
131 .Re is exact for each primitice idempotent e in R; 
(4) ,,+eRf& is exact for ali primitive idempoterzts e and f in R, -d-here 
eRf f 0; 
(5) R E(T(Re)) is exact for each primititle idempotent e in R. 
Proqfi Assume that R is basic. 
(2) o (5). See Theorem 3. 
(I)* (2) and (3). See [4, Theorem 2.31. 
(2) =+ (4) and (3) * (4). See [4, Lemma 1.41. 
(4) a (1). Let J= J(R) and R = R/b’. Since eReeRj& is exact, 
,R,t?RJ$-R~ is exact, where ,? andf are idempotents in iT. Hence R is exact by 
roposition 2.71, and then R is exact by [4, Theorem 2.51. 
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The following three lemmas will be used very often in order to prove that 
a basic exact artinian ring and the endomorphism ring of its minimal 
cogenerator have the same upper and lower Loewy series. 
LEMMA 8. Let RMS and RE be modules with S a semilocal ring. Zf M, 
is semisimple, so is SHom,(M, E). 
Proqf MI(S) = 0 implies that J(S) Hom.(M, E) = 0. 
From the proof of Lemma 4, the following result is immediate. 
LEMMA 9. Zf RES defines a duality and E, 6 E, < RES, then .(r,(E,)/ 
r,(Ez))s 2 Hom,(EJE,, E) as bimodules. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose that R E, defines a duality. Let J= J(R), and 
N = J(S). Then 
(1) yE(Ji)=IE(Ni) for all i>O; 
(2) rErR( Ji) = l,r,(N’) for all i > 0; 
(3) rEIR(Ji) = l,l,(N’) for a/l i 2 0. 
ProoJ Use the induction on i, [l, Exercise 24.81, and Lemma 8. 
From now on through Theorem 12, we make the following assumption 
(# ) R is a basic exact artinian ring with a basic set of primitive 
idempotents e,, . . . . e,, R E = @y= 1 E( T( Rej)) the minimal injective 
cogenerator, and S = End( K E). Denote J = J(R), N = J(S), and 
J;: R E + E( T(Rej)) the projections. 
Then R Es defines a duality [3], and R Es is an exact bimodule and S is 
a basic exact artinian ring by [7, Theorem 2.191 or Theorem 6. According 
to [3, Corollaries 3 and 51 and [4, Lemma 2.11, we have 
PROPOSITION 11. If 
RRR=ZO>Zl> ... >Z,-,>Z,=O 
is a composition series with 
R(Zi- ,/Ii) g T(Rejl) and (Ii- l/‘Zi)R 2 T(e,,R), 
then 
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(rs~E(Zj-l j/rsrE(Zi)js 2 T(fk,S). 
Proqf. The exact bimodule RES has a composition series 
&,= YE(Zn) > r+(Zn_ i) > . . . > r,(Z,) > r,(Z,) = 8, 
and then each rE(Zi)/r,(Zim r) is simple on each side by [G, Lemma 21~. 
Moreover since 
R(rE(Zij/rE(Zip l)jsz Hom,(Z,- r/Z;, E) 
r Hom,(Z,- JZi, E(T(Re,))), 
we have (rE(Zi)/rE(Zi- l))sr T(fj,S), and R(~z(Zj)jr,(Zi- i)) 2 T(Re,) since 
ek,(~E(Zj)/~E(Zi- r)) # 0. Now we have a composition series 
sss= r,r,(Z,) > rsrE(zl) > . . > rSrE-(zil- !) > rSrE(IFzj = 0, 
and 
s(Ys’E(Zi- ,)/‘rsrE(Zi))sg Hom,(v,(Z,)/v,(Z,- I), E) 
= Hom,(v,(Z,)ir,(Z,_ :)? E(T(de,,))), 
and the results follow by the same arguments as above. 
Two modules RM and S U are said to have the same upper (lower) L.o~tr:k: 
series in case for each i 2 0, 
(resp. 
if and only if 
ru(Ni)lrcI(N’-‘)z @ T(S”.)!$‘). 
A similar definition stands for right modules. 
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Azumaya [3] conjectured that exact artinian rings have self-duality, i.e., 
R 2 S in our notation ( # ). We are unable to settle Azumaya’s conjecture 
here, but the next result gives further evidence. 
THEOREM 12. For each j, Rej (resp. ejR) and Sh (resp. fiS) have the 
same upper and lower Loe,iy series. Consequently RR (resp. RR) and sS 
(resp. S,) have the same upper and lower LoewJl series. 
ProoJ We only prove the results for left modules. Let 
R> ... >J’-‘=Z,>Z2> ... >I*-,>Z*=J’> ... >o 
be a composition series for RR,. Since each Z,lI,+ I is simple on each side 
by [4, Lemma 2.11, 
as left and right modules. By [3, Theorem 21, 
J’- ‘ej/Jiej z Q Zkej/Zk + 1 ej 
k 
as left modules. Now by Proposition 11, we have a composition series 
pss> ... > r,r,(J’-‘) = r,r,(Z,) > ... >rSrE(ZI)=rSrE(Ji)> ... >O, 
and using Lemma lO( 1) we have 
Ni-‘/Ni=rsfE(Ni-l)/rsIE(Ni)=rsrE(Ji-l)/rSrE(Ji) 
s 0 (rsrEUkVrsrEVk+ 1)) 
k 
as left and right modules. And then using [3, Theorem 21 again we have 
N’-‘f,NXr 0 (r,r,(lk>filr,r,(zk+,)fi) 
as left modules. By Proposition 11 again 
if and only if 
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The proof is completed for the upper Loewy series. For the lower Loewy 
series, let 
R> .‘. >r,(J’)=I,>I:> “. >I,_.,>i,=r.(r’)> “. >c 
be a composition series for R R R' 
Since each Ik/lk+ 1 is simple on each side 
as left modules. By [3, Theorem 21, 
as left modules. By. Proposition 11, we have a composition series for ss,: 
s > ‘. . > r,rEI..(Ji) = r,r,(Z,) > . ‘. > rSFE(rIj = YSrErR(fi- ’ j > ” > 3. 
Using Lemma 10(2j, we have 
rs(Ni)/ss(Ni-lj= rsr,r,(J’)i’r,r,r,jJ’-‘? 
2 @ (rsrE(rk)/rsrE(rk + ;)) 
as left modules. By [3, Theorem 21 again, 
r,fi(Ni)/rsfiW- ‘) = r,(N’jf;~r&V’- ‘) ;; 
rrSYE(rkj.fiirgYE(g~+ ,,f, 
as left modules By Proposition 11 again, we get 
if and only if 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Recall that a module is uniserid in case its submodules are linearly 
ordered by inclusion, and that an artinian ring is serial (generalized 
uniserial in the sense of Nakayama [lo j in case each of its indecom- 
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posable projective modules is uniserial. Nakayama [IO, Theorem 171 
proved that every module over a serial ring is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules, each of which is an epimorph of an indecomposable projective 
module. It follows that there are only finitely many non-isomorphic 
uniserial modules over a serial ring. Azumaya [3] proved that serial rings 
are exact rings. 
Although we do not know if the exactness of modules is preserved by 
submodules and quotient modules, the next lemma can be obtained easily. 
.LEMMA 13. Let RM be an exact module and N6 RMEndCRAf,. If RM is 
quasi-injective (resp. quasi-projective), then RN (resp. .M/N) is exact. 
Let R be a serial ring and RM be a uniserial module. According to [lo], 
RM g Re/Ke for some Kd RR, and primitive idempotent e in R. Now R 
is an exact ring, and hence .Re is an exact module by Theorem 7. It 
follows from the above lemma that RM is exact. 
We need the following lemma to prove our concluding result. 
LEMMA 14. Let R be a ring, Ml, . . . . M,, be left uniserial R-modules of 
finite length Gth Mi 2 Mj lvhenever i # j, and c(M, ) > c(M?) 3 . . . > c(M,,). 
Let M= QiMi ana’S=End(.M). rf 
N=N,@ ... @N,@M,+,O ... @ME, 
lvhere each Ni < R Mi and 
c(N, ) 3 c(N,) 2 ... ac(N,)bmax(c(N,)-l,c(M,+,)j, 
then N< RMs. 
ProoJ: Denote the elements of S by s = (s#), where sii E Hom,(M,, Mj). 
For [wrj]jlr= i E M and s = (sij) E S we have ( [mj]~= i)s = [XI= i (mi)sii]T=, .
Let Nj = Mj for k + 1 G id n. We need to show that 
( N,)s~ S Nj 
for all i and j, and SUE Hom,(M,, Mj). It suffices to show that (Ni)sii--c Nj 
for each i and j with 1 <i< j,< k. Since c(Mi) > c(M,) and Mi 2 Mj, we 
have c( Ker(sV)) 2 1. Hence 
c((Nj)sv)dc(Ni)- 1 <c(N,)- 1 <c(Nj) 
and it follows that (N,)s~c N,. 
TEIEOREM 15. Every module over a serial ring is exact. 
Prooj: Let R be a serial ring with J= J(R) and RM be a left R-module. 
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Since there are only finitely many non-isomorphic uniseriaf modules, rrsing 
Lemma 2, we may assume 
RM= & Mi, 
i= 1 
where each RMi is uniserial, C(Mi) = Cl 3 > ciM,z) = C,!, anti 
K Mi p R Mj whenever i # j. Suppose that 
I, = c(M,) = . . . = c(M,,) > I, = C(Mkl+ 1) = ~. = C(MkJ 
> ... >ir=C(Mklm,+‘)= ..’ =cjM!J, 
where k, = II. Let Sj= End( RMi) and S = End(.Mj. The exact &module 
R(Mi)S, has the unique composition series 
M,>JM,> ..’ >J-‘M,>o. 
By Lemma 14, RMS has a composition series 
>JM,@ ... @JM,,@M,,+,@ ..’ @M-, 
>JM,@ ... OJIMk,_,OJ”M,,OM,i+iO ..’ @M, 
>... . . . 
> . . . . . . 
> J[1 - 1 Ml@ . . . OJ”-‘M,,OJ”~‘M,,,!O ... @JJ’f-l 
>J”-iM,@ ... OJ’I-‘AI,-,00 
>... . ..>o. 
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Each composition factor of RMS is of the form 
F= 
. . . @J’&f,@ . . . 
. . . @ J’f’&f;@ . . . 
& R(JiMj/Ji+ ‘44,) 
which is a balanced R- Sj-bimodule since it is a composition factor of 
exact bimodule .(Mj),. Hence K F is balanced. Let g E End( R F). Then/(g) 
is given by right multiplication of an element sj E Sj, which implies that g 




si E s. 
0 . 
0 
Hence RFs is balanced and so RM is exact by Lemma 1. Similarly each 
right R-module is exact. 
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